Synthesis and assessment of the biopesticides from excerpts of tobacco, for the reduction of the agricultural pollution
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Abstract

Agriculture uses big quantities of chemical pesticides nowadays. In the same way to their beneficial effects for the cultures, the pesticides express their ominous effects quietly on health and environmental. This work appears in a perspective of alternative research of treatments phytosanitary respectful of the environment in the control of the cultures. The general objective of this work is to propose some measures to reduce the use of the chemical inputs by the production and the assessment of the biopesticides from tobacco. They are produced by steepings, decoction and brewing. And their efficiency reveals that the excerpts possess the insecticide weeding effects and fungicides according to their concentration at the time of the application.

Introduction

Agriculture uses big quantities of artificial chemicals as manure, insecticide or herbicidal and as regulators of the growth of the plants. Insecticides and the herbicides are spread in the environment to fight against the bugs and the bad herbs. More of 2,5 millions of tons of pesticides are applied every year on the cultures of the planet in answer to the attacks of the cultures in field and to the storage [1].

In the same way to their beneficial effects in the defense of the cultures and the protection of the harvests, the pesticides express their ominous effects quietly on the human and environmental health [2]. Indeed, the active matter part contained in these pesticides that enter in contact with the organisms undesirable targets or that they ingest is valued to less of 0,3%, what is equivalent to say that more than 99,7% of the substances contained in these products phytosanitary leave "elsewhere" [3].

The W.H.O. estimates that 200 000 people are killed every year, in the world, consequently direct of the poisoning by pesticide [4]. Although in Africa the use of pesticides synthetic account only 2 to 4% of the world market of the pesticides, this continent continues to have the highest risk of human mortality associated to a bad use of the pesticides [5]. According to the PNUE (2011), in sub-Saharan Africa, the potential cost to take care of the illnesses bound to the pesticides between 2005 and 2020 could reach 90 billions of dollars.

The plants can provide some solutions spare potential to the agents currently used against the bugs, the mushrooms or the adventists because they constitute a source rich in chemicals bioactifs. A lot of effort has been concentrated therefore on the materials drifted of plant for the potentially useful products as commercial agents of struggle against the enemies of the plants [6].

To Cameroon in a general way and in particular in the city of Bafoussam situated in the west region, one notes an exponential increase in the use of the chemical inputs for agriculture exposing the agriculturists as well as the consumers to numerous risks of contamination and the risks of pollution for the environment. Indeed during the last 10 years the number
of boutique of sale of chemical pesticides doubled to see triplet. So although the majority of the convenient population only the agriculture of subsistence, all are thrown themselves body and soul in the use of the chemical pesticides. Besides, one notes a big diversity floristique in the region and for the more part of these plants, they don’t have a very big importance in the daily life for the some and for others, they are considered like harmful plants. Assuming that some plants produce the active substances having the insecticide properties, fungicides, herbicides or regulating of the growth of the plants (Bertrand, 2013).

It is question for us in this work to propose some measures to reduce the use of the chemical inputs through the production and the assessment of biopesticides from tobacco. More specifically, it will be question for us to produce the excerpts of tobacco plants; to achieve tests of the effect weeding the excerpt fermented pure of tobacco on a population of adventist; to achieve tests of efficiencies of the excerpts diluted in field of medicinal plants.

Material and methods

Plant material: Tobacco

To the origin, this plant comes from north America and the south. The culture of tobacco finds its origin in America, there are more than 500 years [7]. When Christopher Columbus meets the Indians, these to take care of themselves roll leaves of tobacco as far as getting a sort of big cigar that they call” tabaco ”. The face 1 presents us the plant and the leaves of tobacco and the picture 1 presents that systematic Figure 1, Table 1.

Preparation of the aqueous excerpts of the plants

It is possible to reinforce the resistances natural of the plants thanks to preparations to basis of plants. These substances act in a varied manner: by repulsive, toxic effect or while stimulating the defenses natural of the plants a little as the vaccines. Four returns are generally used to know the simple steeping, the prolonged steeping, the decoction and the brewing. All these preparations have been achieved to the concentration of 100g/l.

Different plants targets to achieve the tests

The present picture 2 all plants on which we achieved our experiences Table 2.

Assessment of the efficiency of the excerpts

Test on a population of Adventist: For the tests on the adventists, we used a parcel within Bio-nature covered in majority by about 250 plantations of bidens pilosa (Grass to needles). On this parcel, we used the excerpt fermented pure.

Test in garden of medicinal plants: For the tests in medicinal plant garden, we used a device composed of distributed three shares like follows.

- Lot 1: composed of 100 feet of thistle blessed, all attacked by bugs. This share has been treated with the help of excerpt fermented of dilute tobacco to 20%.
- Lot 2: composed of 86 feet of Senna occidentalis all attacked by mushrooms. This share has been treated by excerpts fermented of tobacco 30%.
- Lot 3: composed of 38 feet of capucyne undergoing attacks of bugs. This share has been treated by a dilute tobacco decoction to 20%.

It is important to specify that all these shares have been followed during ten days.

Results and discussion

Synthesis and extraction of the tobacco excerpts

The set of the plants has been collected, then we conducted the preparation of the different excerpts. The results of these different preparations are presented in the picture 3. And the real lengths of every preparation are presented in the picture 7 Table 3.

Survey of the efficiency of the excerpts on the different parcels

The excerpts used in this part are manure and the decoction of tobacco. The other preparations as the brewings of tobacco, and the simple steeping of tobacco didn’t present a meaningful result in the treatment of the plants. Indeed, for what is the
brewing and the simple steeping of tobacco, we noticed that the color of the preparation was not marked very what lets us believe that, this preparation was not loaded enough in active principle as Michel affirms it some 2005.

**Efficiency of the excerpt fermented pure of tobacco on a population of adventist**

In order to be able to test the effect weeding the excerpt fermented pure of tobacco, we used a parcel within bio nature covered with a species of adventist named Bidens pilosa or Grass to needles. Indeed, the grass to needles is one of the adventists the more rependunt in the west Cameroon; she is as well present in season of rains that in dry season.

The parcel covered of grass to needle has been irrigated by the excerpt fermented of tobacco without dilution. 24 hours after the pulverization, we observe the first flowers of the plant to fade. The death of the first plants appears toward the third day, and at the end of 8 days the set of the population of grass to needle disappeared as the face presents it 2 Figure 2.

The manure of tobacco or excerpt fermented of tobacco, when it is pulverized without dilution provokes the death of the plants. Indeed, after pulverization of the excerpt fermented of tobacco one observes a death of the plants by necrosis (rot).

This result is in adequacy with the works of Lefebvre, et al. [8] notably when they affirm that some plants possess some substances capable to inhibit the growth of other plants to provoke their necrosis either. This result also corroborates with those of Delabays and Mermillods [9] notably when they affirm that the phenomenon of allelopathie observed at some plants can be exploited in agriculture to fight against the bad herbs.

The present face 3 the evolution of the number of dead plants in the population of herbs to needles during the time Figure 3.

The Figure 3 presents the evolution of the effect during the time of the excerpt fermented of pure tobacco on the herbs to needles. Here, one can observe since the third day the beginning of the death of the herbs to needles. At the end of 8 to 9 days one notes a complete disappearance of the herbs this for an efficiency of 100%, what joins the works of Provendier [10], when he/it affirms that the excerpts hydro alcoholic of some plants, when they are pulverized without dilution, can drag the death of the totality of the plants in a middle [11-15].

**Efficiency of the excerpts diluted in fields of medicinal plants**

We tested the efficiency of our different excerpts diluted on plants to medicinal use left in 3 shares.

**Efficiency of the excerpt fermented of dilute tobacco to 20% on the lot1**

The share 1 is constituted of thistle blessed undergoing attacks of bugs. These attacks appear by perforations of the...
leaves of the plant in a first time followed by the necrosis of the leaves attacked. This parcel has been treated by the excerpt fermented of dilute tobacco to 20%. Three days after the beginning of the treatment, one can already note the efficiency of this excerpt that begins to stop the attacks. At the end of six days, the attacks are stopped completely for an efficiency of 100%. Therefore the manures of tobacco have an insecticide effect. The present face 4 the evolution of the treatment during the time Figure 4.

Besides, besides this insecticide effect, we also noted a stimulation of the growth after ten days of observation. Indeed, ten days after the treatment we observed a better development of the surface foliaire of the thistle feet blessed treaties and in more a végétalisation of the surface treated. This result joins the works of Bernard, et al. 2003 to the term of which they affirmed that the manure of the plants as the nettle, tobacco and well of others, constitute a real green manure, 7 times richer in nitrogen, 3 times richer in phosphor and 5 times richer in potash that the manure of cow. The present face 5 the pictures of the thistle blessed before treatment (a) and 10 days after the treatment (b) Figure 5.

**Efficiency of the excerpt fermented of dilute tobacco to 30% on the lot2**

The share 2 is constituted of plantations senna occidentalis undergoing all of the attacks of mushrooms. These attacks appear by the scalding of the leaves in a first consistent time of a progressive drainage of the leaves of plantations attacked. This share has been treated by the excerpt fermented of dilute tobacco to 30%. Three days after the treatment, we noted a reduction of the attack and at the end of 7 days, all attacks stopped from where the effect fungicide of the excerpt fermented of tobacco with an efficiency of 100% when it is diluted to 30%. The present face 6 the evolution of the treatment during the time and the face 7 shows the plantations of senna occidentalis before the beginning of the treatment (a) and six days after the treatment (b) Figures 6, 7.

However, it is important to specify that, although the treatment is efficient to 100%, ten days after the treatment, we noted the necrosis of the leaves of some plantations. Indeed, on the 80 feet treaties, we observed that the leaves of 13 feet have been canker and the 67 feet present a change of structures them the leaves that became slightly offended. This aspect of the leaves is caused by the excerpt fermented of tobacco. This gotten result is different from the results of the works of Lisan [7] notably when he/it affirms that for the excerpt fermented of dilute tobacco to 30%, in addition to her effect fungicide possesses beneficial effects in the growth of the plants for its strong concentration in nitrogen. This difference in the results can explain itself by the fact that, Lisan used the excerpts diluted to 30% for the treatment of the fruit trees attacked by the mushrooms, whereas we used our excerpts on young plantations of senna occidentalis.

**Efficiency of the dilute tobacco decoction to 20% on the share 3**

The share 3 is constituted of the feet of capucines undergoing

---

**Figure 4:** Evolution of the treatment by the dilute tobacco manure to 20% on the blessed thistle attacked.

**Figure 5:** Leaves of thistle blessed.

**Figure 6:** Evolution of the treatment by the dilute tobacco manure to 30% on the attacked senna occidentalis.

**Figure 7:** Plantations of senna occidentalis.
attacks of bugs. These attacks appear then by a perforation of the leaves of the plant a progressive yellowing of the leaves punched their drainage then. This share has been treated by an excerpt of decoction of the leaves and stems of dilute tobacco to 20%. This excerpt showed its efficiency while beginning to stop the attack since the second day. 6 to 7 days after the beginning of treatment, the totality of the attack stopped, this for an efficiency of 100%. The present face 8 the evolution of the treatment during the time Figure 8.

Besides the insecticide effect, we also noted an effect of stimulation of growth of the feet of capucines. Indeed, 10 days after the treatment, all feet of capucine treaties presented a better development of the surface foliaire and a good levee of the plantations. This result is contrary to the results of Michel’s works, (2005). For this author, the heat reduces to see destroyed the active substance contained in the plants responsible for the insecticide effect or fungicide and cannot contribute to the good growth of the plants therefore. This difference in the results can probably explain itself by made it that Michel worked him on plants as the nettle however, we worked with tobacco. The present face 9 the plantations of capucine before the treatment (a) and 8 days after the treatment Figure 9.

**Conclusion**

In conclusion it was question for us to produce and to value the biopesticides from the excerpts of tobacco. To arrive there us made the simple steepings, prolonged steepings, the decoctions as well as the brewings. The excerpt fermented of tobacco, when it is measured out to 100%, it presents an effect weeding with an efficiency of 100%. The survey of the efficiency of the excerpts of tobaccos revealed us that tobacco possesses an effect weeding. We also followed the insecticide effect of these excerpts on the experimental parcels. It come out again that, tobacco is very efficient in struggle against the attacks of bugs but of by its action weeding when it is used in struggle against the bugs it can have an effect on the growth. It agrees all the same to specify that the replacement potential of the synthetic pesticides is all the same variable, because the real efficiency of these preparations to basis of plants depends, of several factors, between other age and the site of harvest of the plants selected, of the preparatory fashion and the conditions of applications. In comparison with the synthetic pesticides, they offer real advantages in this sense that they are biodegradable and don’t lead a resistance at the bioagresseurs.


